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Whose Nests Are These?



NESTING HABITATS AND SURVEYING TECHNIQUES FOR COMMON WESTERN RAPTORS

INTRODUCTION

For many years the birds of prey, known as raptors, were considered
by many to be the villains of the sky. Occasionally, an eagle would
be observed stooping from the sky to kill a sage grouse for breakfast
or a "chicken hawk" would send a farmer's barnyard fowl scurrying.
Likewise, Golden Eagles will sometimes kill newborn lambs, an event
that does little to endear them to ranchers who consider this to be
equivalent to a $30. theft of personal property. In the eyes of the

observer, too often such aerial predators would be considered to be
in competition with the hunting sportsman or endangering the economy
of the small farmer.

However, in recent years a large segment of the American public has
become aware of the ecological role of all predators and are not only
accepting them as a vital part of the environment but are becoming
increasingly interested in them because of their esthetic, economic,
and scientific qualities. Raptors, as all animals, must eat to live

and are a dynamic part of the flow of energy through many terrestrial
and aquatic ecosystems.

Being high on the food chain, raptors may be used as environmental
barometers. Because they feed largely on the primary consumers,
the next lower rung on the food chain, they pick up residual toxins
that have built up in the tissues of such animals as fish, jackrabbits,
ground squirrels, and other small animals. By monitoring the amounts
of toxins in raptors, scientists can help us better realize what is

happening to our environment. In addition, preying on large numbers
of small rangeland rodents and rabbits may dampen the damage to range
plants by these animals when their populations are at high levels.
The jackrabbit is known to be the major prey item for Golden Eagles,
Ferruginous Hawks, Red-tailed Hawks, and Great Horned Owls in many
parts of the West.

Because of the recognition of the many values of raptors, they are
now totally protected by Federal Law and by most states. In order
to protect key areas of their habitat from modification or complete
destruction by man, it is imperative that we learn to identify their
crucial habitats. The passage of the Endangered Species Act of 1973
(P.L. 93-205) and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
(P.L. 94-579) makes it imperative that a determination be made of the

species of birds using public lands and what the impacts on various
birds might be with different types of land use activities.

This Technical Note provides a description of the nesting habitats
of most of the common western raptors and describes survey methods
that may be used for locating the specific nesting sites of these birds,



BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Need for Raptor Nest Site and Other Habitat Use Data . Basically,
raptor habitat use information is needed by land managers for the
following reasons:

1. To be knowledgeable on important nesting, feeding, wintering,
and roosting areas in order to give adequate consideration to

these areas in land management decisions.

2. In order to be able to determine and monitor the effects of
man's activities on nesting or other life phases of raptors.

3. In order to ascertain general trends in raptor populations
and productivity, by species, and the probable reasons for
those trends.

General Considerations . A great variety of birds of prey, both diurnal
and nocturnal, use the public lands during some part of their annual
activities, either for nesting, feeding, or roosting. Because of wide
differences in their inherent behavior patterns, it is easy to understand
why a wide spectrum of nesting sites and habitats are utilized.

Some species of raptors will accept a wide variety of nesting sites,
while others show very little flexibility 3 or adaptability 3 in
utilizing a diversity of nesting sites or habitats. For example, the
Prairie Falcon exhibits little ability to nest anywhere except in
cavities or on ledges in relatively sheer cliffs or rock formations,
whereas Ferruginous Hawks in some states may nest either on the ground,
in trees, or on practically any elevated natural or man-made structure.

In commencing to conduct surveys for the various raptors that may be
found in an area, the biologist should realize that, aside from a few
areas that are fairly desolate in terms of prey or vegetation, most
habitat on public lands may be suitable for nesting by one species of
raptor3 or another. Of course, prey abundance and an appropriate
nesting site are both key factors in determining the suitability of an
area for nesting by any particular species of bird of prey. Even then,

far-ranging raptors, such as Golden Eagles and the larger falcons, may
search wide reaches of their feeding range for prey during the nesting
season, even where prey is sparse. The general disturbance caused by
many of man's activities may also be sufficient to discourage many
species from nesting in an area3 even though other "key factors are
suitable. Such disturbance may gradually reduce the number of total
sites available to easily disturbed birds, such as Golden Eagles and
Prairie Falcons. On the other hand, Marsh Hawks (Harriers) and Short-
eared Owls might be found nesting almost anywhere on public land ranges
in grassland, sagebrush-grassland, or marshy areas.



The bulk of the population of nesting raptors of any species will
be found in certain habitat types that we have come to recognize as

their predominant nesting sites. As the reader reviews the remainder
of this document, he should keep in mind that both the text and
photographs relate to the predominant nesting sites of the species
discussed. For example, trees will not be discussed as nesting sites
for Prairie Falcons, even though the author is aware of one nest of

this species where young were successfully fledged from an old
Ferruginous Hawk nest in a tree. Similarly, one pair of Swainson's
Hawks successfully fledged young from a ground nest on a rocky hill-
side, but both situations were the result of either excessive
disturbance or destruction of their first nesting attempt during that
year.

Distribution of Nesting Raptors . States in which the various raptors
are known to nest are shown in Appendix 1. Certain raptors nest in
only a few states, while others are widely distributed. Some raptors
will nest predominantly, or entirely, in certain parts of a state by
virtue of topographic features, prey abundance, or other special
features that meet some particular need for the bird's survival.

Preferred Nesting Habitats . Predominant nesting habitats used by the
different raptors (cliffs, ground, trees, etc.) are presented in

Appendix 2. Many raptors nest predominantly in one type of habitat,
such as Prairie Falcons in cliffs, while others, e.g., the Red-Tailed
Hawk, nest on ledges of cliffs or in a wide variety of types of trees.
Ferruginous Hawks will nest in a wide variety of sites, including
flat ground, pinnacles, low rocky outcroppings, on sharp ridges or
points of ridges in the desert, in trees of virtually any height,
and on a variety of man-made structures, such as windmills, rock
monuments, stone chimneys, and many others. While Appendix 2 presents
the predominant nesting habitats, or substrates, for the different
species, keep in mind that unusual happenings are to be expected in
Nature.

Raptor Nesting Phenology . Common dates for the various phases in the
nesting sequence are presented in Appendix 4. These average dates
will serve most purposes, but the biologist should be aware that
variations will occur from year to year depending on climatic conditions
and also with latitude and elevation. As a general rule, birds in
southern latitudes will begin nesting before the birds in the northern
latitudes, and birds at lower elevations before birds at higher eleva-
tions. Some raptors commonly have more than one clutch per
year, e.g., Harris Hawk, Barn Owl, etc., so second nestings will
obviously be later than dates indicated in the table. Also, some
raptors will re-cycle and make a second nesting attempt if the first
one is unsuccessful.



Raptor Feeding Ranges During Nesting Period . General activity and
feeding ranges for nesting raptors are presented in Appendix 3. It

must be recognized that feeding ranges, as well as defended territories
will vary according to prey abundance, terrain, raptor population
density, and other factors. Disturbance by man within these indicated
ranges may cause adverse impacts on the nesting birds, especially if
such disturbance is within their primary feeding area.

Competition for Nesting Sites . Many species of birds of prey will
utilize nests constructed by other species. For example, Great Horned
Owls and Long-eared Owls commonly nest in Buteo and Accipiter nests.
Long-eared Owls, Merlins, and even Kestrels may utilize Magpie nests.
Red-tailed Hawks, Swainson's Hawks, and Ferruginous Hawks will use each
other's old nests, or even Golden Eagle nests, and Prairie Falcons
sometimes use old Golden Eagle, Red-tailed Hawk, or Raven nests that
are constructed on cliffs. Because of this somewhat common interchange
of nests, some competition results for the nest sites between the
various species, especially where trees or cliffs are scarce. Normally,
the first pair of birds that assumes possession of an old nest will
assert the necessary defense to maintain their possession, but not
always. Also, differences in nesting phenology may permit utilization
of the same nest by two different species during the same year, e.g.,
Great Horned Owls may rear a brood of young and leave a nest site
about the time that Swainson's Hawks or Cooper's Hawks begin to nest.

In such cases, these birds may utilize the abandoned owl nest. Aggressive
interactions between Prairie Falcons and Great Horned Owls are known to

have caused the abandonment of nest sites by Great Horned Owls. The
Prairie Falcons then nested at the sites. In general, none of the
owls construct any type of stick nest. Instead, they utilize other
birds' nests or else nest directly on the dirt in natural rock cavities
(or sometimes on pack rat nests) or on the debris of tree cavities.
In a very few instances, owls have been reported to partially reconstruct
deteriorating stick nests prior to laying eggs.

Information Sources . Much of the information included in this Technical
Note is based on the author's experience and his conversations with
others who have been involved in raptor surveys. The reader should
not be disturbed if he observes birds of prey nesting in situations not
described in this Technical Note, especially with regard to species
of trees used for nesting, since raptors will use trees of suitable
height, foilage density, etc., that are available in the locality in

which they are living. In addition, information on some species was
gleaned from the following publications : Raptors of Utah, Wyoming
Hawks j Life Histories of North American Birds of Prey (Bent) 3 Water,
Prey and Game Birds of North America, American Peregrine Falcon
Recovery Plan (Rocky Mountain and Southwest Populations), and the
BLM Endangered Species Technical Note series. References are given
as numbers in parentheses ( ) which are keyed to the Literature Cited

section.



PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING RAPTOR NESTING SURVEYS

Locating and Examining Nesting Habitats

1. Map and Photo Studies .

A. Determine the potential nesting sites (clumps of trees,
cliffs, suitable ground vegetation, etc.) for the various
species of raptors by examining appropriate maps and
aerial photographs. Some knowledge of raptor nesting
requirements is essential before this evaluation can
be made.

B. Plan aerial and/or ground survey routes to the potential
raptor nesting areas.

2. Aerial Surveys .

A. Make flights over areas delineated on a map as being
potential raptor nesting sites and note locations on
map of all nests observed and suitable habitat that
should be examined from the ground.

B. Where special or unique topographic features are being
used as raptor nesting sites, obtain aerial photographs
of the site for the raptor nesting file.

C. Plan a flight to re-visit the active nests at a time when
the young will be in the nest. This may be determined
fairly well from the phenology table in the appendix of

this Technical Note. Specific areas will vary depending
on weather and latitude and different phenological events
should be adjusted accordingly. Nesting success can be
determined for many nests during this flight.

3. Ground Surveys .

A. Utilizing the best access routes observed from the air
or shown on maps, visit all nests and all potentially
suitable nesting habitat.

B. Examine all active nests and potential habitat until
satisfied as to nesting species of raptors present. If

this is done prior to egg hatching, binoculars should
be used from a distance to obtain the desired information.
After the young appear in the nest, there is less chance

for nest abandonment and closer approaches may be made
to the nest. Using a raptor data form, such as the example
in Appendix 5, record the pertinent data for each raptor
nest located.



C. All old nests should be mapped as these may be alternate
nest sites for active pairs or may be used by other
species in subsequent years.

D. Photographs of the general nesting area, or aspect,
should be taken during the first visit. If young are
in the nest, a close approach to the nest may be made
to obtain a photographic record of the number of young
in the nest and their relative condition and/or age.

4. Timing of Surveys .

A. Time of nesting surveys will depend on the nesting
phenology of the species for which information is

desired. Surveys should normally be timed to visit
nests approximately one-half to three-fourths of the
way through the nesting sequence. Disturbance of

nesting birds should be avoided, especially during early
courtship, nest building, egg laying, and incubating
phases. Some raptors will abandon their nests even if

visited by humans only once if the bird is in either the
laying or incubating phase.

B. Appendix 4 presents average nesting sequences that may be
used as a general guide. Recognize, however, that
nesting sequences will vary, either earlier, or later,
depending on latitude, seasonal variations in weather
patterns, elevation, and possibly other factors.

Precautions at Nest Sites and Dangers to Birds of Nest Examinations

1. Adult birds should not be flushed from the nests, especially
when eggs are present, unless necessary to collect data on

nesting phenology or reproductive success. If adult birds
are flushed from the nest, try to limit the stay at the nest
to five minutes or less.

2. When adults are forced from the nest, there is increased
chance for predation by both aerial and ground predators.
Sprinkling napthalene crystals (moth balls) around a nest
site and along your entrance trail will help to destroy your
human scent and may decrease the chances of predation at the
nest by ground predators.

3. Adult birds should not be flushed from the nest during
rainstorms, in very cold weather, especially in windy weather,
or in hot weather. To do so for longer than a very few
minutes may cause the death of the embryos or young birds due
to excessive cold or heat.
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4. Be sure adult birds and/or young are aware of your presence
as you approach the nest. Do not startle incubating or

brooding adult birds as they may spring from the nest,
knocking young birds or eggs from the nest.

5. Dehydration of eggs or an adverse change in humidity may
occur if eggs are left unprotected for more than a few
minutes.

6. Young birds may miss essential feedings and become weakened
if adults are kept away from the nest for extended periods.

7. Be very careful in approaching nests where young birds are
old enough to fledge at your approach. In fledging pre-
maturely, they may damage bones, incur other injuries, or

become lost and/or abandoned.

8. Do not handle eggs or young birds unless necessary for banding,
weighing, etc. as part of a data collecting project approved
by the State Wildlife Agency.

Special Precautions for Surveying Nesting Habitat of Endangered,
Threatened, or Sensitive Species of Raptors .

1. Nests of raptor species having an endangered classification
should not be visited unless accompanied by an authority
on the species for a specific research or monitoring purpose.
They should be observed only from such distance that the
adult birds are not disturbed, i.e. either with binoculars
or spotting scope.

2. Special caution should be exercised in visiting nests of
any species known to be declining in numbers, either locally
or nationally.

3. Nests of species that are known to be highly sensitive to

humans and that abandon nests readily (such as Ferruginous
Hawks) should not be visited until young birds can be
discerned in the nest.

4. Nest locations of endangered or threatened species of raptors
should be revealed only to competent State or Federal author-
ities. Loss of nests or young of such species from unnecessary
human visitation cannot be tolerated for endangered, threatened,
or sensitive species, or for any species whose overall habi-
tat is known to be seriously declining.

5. All Bald and Golden Eagles are fully protected under the Bald
Eagle Protection Act. All nesting surveys of these species must
be conducted with minimal disturbance to the birds.

8



Specific Raptor Nest Characteristics and Survey Methods . In the
following pages specific nest and nesting habitat characteristics
and suggested survey procedures for the various species are discussed
and illustrated.

DIURNAL SPECIES NEST SURVEYS

Bald Eagle
(Haliaeetus leuaooephalus)

Fig. 1. Mature and Immature Bald Eagles.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

Bald Eagles may nest on projections or ledges of cliff faces or on
trees protruding from rock cliffs along seashores; in the tops of

cottonwoods or other large deciduous trees where these are the predom-
inant trees along waterways; or in the tops of conifers where these
trees are the dominant species along waterways or around lakes. The
tree species selected for the nest is not as important as the tree's
total height and size. The tree selected is characteristically the

largest or stoutest in the immediate surroundings. Researchers have
observed that the average diameter of cottonwoods used for nesting is

24 inches; the average height of the nest above the ground is 50 feet;

and the tree height above the nest averaged 23 feet. In three separate
studies in Wyoming and Alaska the average height of coniferous nest
trees was 114 feet, with the nest being placed within 25 feet of the
top. Many nests were built in dead or dying trees.



Freedom from human disturbance or intervention is one of the most
variable factors involved, but they do not normaZZy begin a nest
where human disturbance is evident.

In areas where ospreys are also nesting, there may be some difficulties
with nest identification. Eagles usually nest near large water bodies
or streams, but ospreys frequently nest near small potholes or beaver
ponds. The eagles aZmost always nest in live trees, although sometimes
the tops of these trees may be dead. The majority of osprey nests in
trees are in dead trees. Eagle nests are usuaZZy located below the
crown at a main branch and usuaZZy receive some cover from the part
of the tree above the nest. Osprey nests are often located at the very
top of the tree. Eagle nests also tend to be larger than osprey nests,
flat topped, and somewhat cone shaped. Osprey nests are basically
more rounded in appearance. The size of Bald Eagle nests ranges from
a depth of two feet and a diameter of six feet to nests eight feet deep
and as much as twelve feet in diameter. These are among the largest
nest structures for any bird of prey in North America. (7).

Nest Survey Methods

The preferred method for surveying Bald Eagles is with slow-flying
light aircraft, flying down drainages and around lake shores about
500 feet above the tree tops (or closer) . Helicopter or fixed-wing
aircraft should be flown on days of excellent visibility with overcast
days being avoided. The survey should be conducted during the mid-
portion of the day, or when the search area has direct sunlight. The
adult birds are more apt to be near their nest site during the middle
portion of the day. Watching for perched or flushed eagles and noting
their exact locations will give a good indication of the approximate
location of the nest. Once adult or immature birds are located, several
passes, or a return trip on foot or boat, may be necessary to locate
the nest site. (17). The reliability of all aerial surveys depends
largely on the observers' experience with raptors and his flying
experience. In most cases it is desirable to make at least two passes
down a drainage, one on each side of the stream while watching for the
most prominent trees within one-half mile of the river. Along the
rocky cliffs and steep shorelines of Alaska, more than one flight
altitude may need to be flown in order to adequately observe all possible
nesting sites along the cliffs. Nests are occasionally found on ridges,
but most nest sites are below the tops of major ridges.

Boat surveys are probably the most effective and cheapest methods to

search for eagle territories and nests. The boat should travel at low
speeds, approximately 30 to 60 yards from shore. The observer should
be in a position to "skyline" the nest. Several passes may be necessary
to adequately search an area. (17).
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Fig. 2. Bald Eagle nest in

normal tree, mostly hidden
by foliage.

Fig. 3 . Bald Eagle nest
in bowl formed after tree
top was damaged

.
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Surveying for bald eagles without the use of aircraft is extremely
time consuming and relatively unreliable. Where roads run up stream
bottoms, they may be used to good advantage, but nests away from
the riverbanks are frequently missed by observers on the ground.

Comments :

Bald Eagles have been known to defend their eyries actively when
disturbed by man. This is in contrast to the Golden Eagle that
usually leaves the vicinity when its nest is approached.

Fig. 4. Typical nesting habitat of Bald Eagle, with nest in top of conifer

Fig. 5." Bald Eagle at nest, showing general nest structure and location
in tree.

12



Golden Eagle
(Aquila ohrysaetos)

mmature

Fig. 6. Golden Eagle

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

Most eagle eyries are located on cliffs, although in some situations
tree nests are fairly common. Nests may be located on the ground or

on cliffs as high as 400 feet, or more. Tree nests have been located
in Douglas fir, cottonwood, ponderosa pine, juniper, sycamores,
eucalyptus, redwoods, oaks, and dead snags. The height of tree

nests may vary from 10 to 100 feet above the ground. Cliffs chosen
for nest sites tend to be relatively inaccessible, although some nests

can be easily reached. (6).

Golden Eagle nests generally can be seen from some distance, appearing

as dark objects on shelves or ledges on cliff faces. In most
instances, a patch of whitewash from excretion is also visible. This

characteristic is particularly useful for spotting eagle nests from

the air. The rock surrounding an eagle nest may be covered with an

orange foliose lichen, which is useful in detecting eyries. Many
nests are protected by overhangs and are on cliffs which permit an

extensive view of the surrounding countryside.

13



Golden Eagles commonly use alternate nests in different years. Some
breeding pairs seem to use alternate nests in alternate years, others
never use alternates, even though they spend time repairing all of
their nests, and birds which are unsuccessful in their nesting
attempt at one nest may use another nest the following year. Any
eagle nesting surveys must take the useage of alternate nests into
account. New "greenery" is an indication that a nest is being used
by eagles.

The large size of eagle nests is an important clue as to the identifi-
cation of the birds using a particular nest. Their nests average
consistently larger than any Buteo nests, often being eight to ten
feet across and three to four feet thick, or more. Tree nests tend
to be deeper and more massive.

Nest Survey Methods

Golden Eagle nests may be readily surveyed from the air using light
aircraft. Nests are more likely to be found on the lower half of

mountains that contain cliffs from top to bottom. In extremely rough
terrain or when wind velocity exceeds 15 knots, helicopters are more
effective than Super-Cubs or other fixed-wing aircraft. Only exper-
ienced pilots having a good understanding of their aircraft capabil-
ities at various altitudes (density), knowledge of the peculiarities
of mountain air flows, and experience in low altitude mountain
flying should be employed for these "close in" surveys. Such nesting
surveys will normally be flown within about 200 to 300 feet of the
cliff faces. These aerial nest checks are much faster and less
costly than equivalent ground checks, but they do not allow the observer
to gather additional information such as nestling weight, prey
remains, etc., nor allow for photographs of the young. (16).

If surveys are timed so as to be conducted when the young are still
white and downy, they can be seen from considerable distances. Also,
when the birds develop their dark wing and body feathers from two to
four weeks prior to fledging, they appear as large dark objects
against cliff faces or amongst the branches of nesting trees. A
wide range in cliff heights are acceptable for nesting by Golden
Eagles. For aerial surveys it is advisable to fly slightly higher
on the cliff face than one expects to find the nests so that he will
be looking at an angle downwards at prospective sites.

Comments

Golden Eagles are generally unaggressive at the nest site and fre-
quently fly off some distance when intruders approach. However,
both eagles and falcons have been known to attack aircraft and can
cause serious damage.

14



Fig. /. Typical Golden
Eagle nest on ledge in

upper right portion of

rocky projection in

central Wyoming. Two

large eaglets are on
the nest. Note open
hunting terrain.

H** ^t^^B

M j&/fl

a*f

Fig. 8 • The most typical
Golden Eagle nesting site
is on a projection on a

sheer cliff face. Open
hunting terrain extends
in three directions from
the cliff.

Fig. 9 . Golden Eagles will
frequently nest on rocky or

clay protuberances on steep
sided canyon walls that are
common along western rivers *
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Fig. 10. Low, rocky cliffs are conimonly utilized as nesting
sites by Golden Eagles throughout the West. Most sites receive

at least a little shade during the hot hours of the afternoon.
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Fig- 11. As depicted above, cottonwoods and other large
trees are sometimes used for nesting sites by Golden Eagles
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Fig. 12. Rocky pinnacles
are sometimes used as
nesting sites by Golden
Eagles, but nests built
this close to highways
are not often successful.

Fig. 13. Golden Eagles
infrequently nest on the
ground; when they do it

is usually on top a bluff
or point of a ridge.

Fig. 14. These Golden
Eagle young are ready to

fledge. If suddenly
alarmed, they may take
to flight and in landing
may damage bones or other
parts of the body. An
effort should be made to

not fledge birds pre-
maturely, or before they
are physically or mentally
prepared.
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Osprey

(Pandion haliaetus)

Fig. 15. Typical Osprey nest. Fig. 16. Osprey landing on nest on dead snag.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

Ospreys may nest on rocky or dirt pinnacles, in the tops of dead snags,

or in the tops of live trees. The tops of dead snags are the most
common nesting site along rivers and around lakes of the Northwest,
but rocky pinnacles are commonly used in some western states. Dead
snags surrounded by water are preferred but in their absence Ospreys
will utilize tall stumps, pilings, and even telephone poles and other
artificial structures in proximity to a body of water. If nesting
sites are in short supply they may nest a mile or more from water if

the food supply proves adequate. The nest site should provide both
security and good visibility. (11).

Completion between Ospreys and Canada Geese for nesting sites sometimes
occurs. Since the geese arrive on the breeding grounds earlier, they
may usurp nests traditionally used by Ospreys. Ospreys occasionally
drive geese from these nests, but otherwise probably construct new ones.

Ospreys prefer to build their nests near accessory perches. They will

utilize almost any elevated structure as a perch for sunning and
protection from wind provided it remains within sight of the nest.
The same nest site is normally used year after year, or as long as

the tree remains standing. Nesting materials consist of large sticks,
driftwood, and grasses or bark. Nests are most often constructed in
the tops of conifers, but deciduous trees may also be used.
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Fig. 17. Osprey nests
are often constructed
on top rock or clay
pinnacles on the
shores of lakes or

rivers. This nest
is on a rock pinnacle
high on a canyon wall
in Utah.

Fig. 18. This nest,

containing one egg,

shows typical nest
structure for Ospreys.
Nests are usually
within one-quarter mile
of water.

b/VJKi^V
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Fig. 19. Young Ospreys
on nest atop dead snag.
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Nest Survey Methods

Nesting surveys for Ospreys are much the same as for Bald Eagles.

Light aircraft or helicopters are normally used to cruise the

shorelines of lakes and rivers, while closely observing the tops

of all snags or broken trees and any other pinnacle-like structure
that might be used for nesting. Surveys should not be conducted
during cold, rainy, hot, or windy weather because of potential
adverse effects on the young if the adults leave the nest, and
helicopters should not be hovered over the nest.

Comments

This species may violently defend its eyrie and young from molestation
by man or animals by actually attacking the climber and intruder.
Ospreys can inflict severe blows, and many individuals who have
attempted to ascend to the high, tree-top eyries have been nearly
knocked to the ground. A few have received such resounding blows
on their heads as to render them unconscious for a few seconds in

a dangerous situation.

Fig. 20. Ospreys will readily utilize man-made nesting

platforms placed in suitable locations around the edges

of lakes or reservoirs. Artificial nesting platforms can

maintain Osprey populations in areas where natural snags

in impounded areas gradually die and fall down.
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Peregrine Falcon
(Falao peregrinus

)

Fig. 21.

Peregrine Falcon

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

The vast majority of the Peregrine eyries in the Rocky Mountain
Southwest region are within 1 mile of a stream or river. Such
situations often provide lowlands rich in bird life and open areas
over which to hunt. The walls of canyons and gorges are often used
for nest sites. A few nests have been found away from major stream
courses, but generally these have been associated with extensive
oak bushland, pinyon-juniper woodland, or mixed coniferous forest.
In the central part of the region there are very few records of
Peregrines nesting above 9500 feet elevation.
Along the Pacific Coast Peregrines utilize nesting holes or ledges
on cliffs and rocky islands.

The most frequently used nesting cliffs exceed 100 feet in height,
are often at the top of a high talus slope, and have ledges or caves
with gravel or soil in which a depression can be scraped for eggs.

Cliffs with at least some southern exposure are preferred in the
northern part of the region, but near the Mexican border, north-
facing cliffs may be used. Generally, the higher the cliff in

relation to adjacent lands, the better.
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Nest Survey Methods

Aerial surveys are generally inefficient in identifying Peregrine
Falcon eyries. "Whitewash" may be observed on cliffs but it is very
difficult to differentiate between Peregrine eyries and Prairie
Falcon eyries. However, if a helicopter is flown slowly across a

cliff face where Peregrines are suspected, any birds present may
flush from the cliff and can then be observed. In Alaska, where
great distances and thousands of miles of streams are involved,
aerial surveys are the most practical survey method. Suitable
habitat is located from the air and then float trips or ground
surveys are utilized to examine the better habitats.

Often one can determine if a cliff has Peregrines by looking for
"whitewash" excrement on the cliffs. Usually a few marks, up to

six feet long, can be found extending down from favorite perches,
usually under an overhang. A spotting scope often makes it possible
to see single marks not under favorite perches, the presence of
which is usually a sign the cliff is occupied by falcons, either
Prairie or Peregrine. Falcon droppings are not splashed outward on
the cliff as are eagle and buteo hawk excrement, but run vertically
downwards producing long streaks. To determine if Peregrines are
present, ordinarily the first approach is to examine a cliff for
whitewash. This can best be done with the aid of strong binoculars
and a spotting scope. When possible, the top of the cliff should be
walked, and occasionally a rock can be pushed over the ledge to
flush a hidden bird. Even if the cliff is walked, at least five
hours should be spent watching for birds before one concludes none
is present. Better yet, return to the cliff on another day or two,
and search it thoroughly for birds. A loud hand clap or other sharp
noise may be produced which may cause a previously unobserved falcon
to flush.

If adults spend long periods on the ledge, eggs or young are probably
present. Avoid flushing the incubating or brooding birds suddenly.
Do not disturb the birds so that they remain from the ledge for more
than about 20 minutes if the temperature is below 60-65 degrees F.,

especially if a wind is blowing. After 1 June, the young are usually
big enough so that they will not chill. Minimize disturbance at the
cliff especially during egg-laying in April by relying on a spotting
scope for observation. (3).

Comments

Peregrines are very defensive of their nest site and will often circle
above a cliff site or in front of the cliff giving a rapidly repeated
"cack" and may dive at intruders near the nest.
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Fig. 22. Ledges or cavities in rock formations are most
commonly used as nesting sites for Peregrine Falcons in the
West and Southwest, usually in reasonably close proximity to

streams or marshes. In Alaska, sloping ridges or hillsides
adjacent to rivers are sometimes used in river sections where
cliffs are not available.
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Fig. 23- Adult Peregrine
Falcon near nest

.

Fig. 24* Peregrine Falcon
on ledge with young. The
nest consists of only a

depression, or "scrape"
in which the eggs are laid.

None of the falcons build
stick nests.

.

Fig. 25 • A typical
Peregrine Falcon eyrie.
Most Peregrines nest
much higher on the
cliffs than do Prairie
Falcons.
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Prairie Falcon
(Falao mexioanus)

Fig. 26. Prairie Falcon.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

Prairie Falcons (almost) always nest in crevices or holes in cliffs,

which may range in height from low rock outcrops of thirty feet to

verticle, 400-foot-high (or more) cliffs. The apparent ideal cliff
has a sheltered ledge which provides the site for the eggs, has
gravel or loose material on it for the falcon to make a "scrape" or

nest depression, and overlooks at least some treeless country for

hunting. They will also nest in potholes or larger caves. Prairie
Falcons may also use inactive eagle or Red-tailed Hawk nests that are
placed in suitable locations on ledges, especially where some overhang
is provided, but never build stick nests themselves. (12).

Falcons usually have alternate nesting sites located on the same cliff

or adjacent cliffs. They exhibit a tendency to use alternate ledges
in succeeding years. Nesting failure does not seem to deter use of

the cliff in the following year. Most eyrie sites are located in

foothills and open sagebrush areas with suitable rock outcroppings or

low cliffs. Holes in clay banks may be used where rock substrates are
not available. Prairie Falcons generally tolerate very little human
disturbance and abandon eyries where excessive human disturbance occurs,
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Nest Survey Methods

Prairie Falcons may be readily surveyed from either the ground or
from the air by watching f or streaks or patches of whitewash
(excrement) on cliff faces. While whitewash does not necessarily
indicate the presence of falcons, it is almost always present in

inhabited areas, either at perches or at the nest site. Some sites,
used for many years, receive a considerable build-up of excrement
which may be seen for a mile or more.

Comments

Parent birds are extremely vociferous when young are in the nest and
the surveyor may be fairly certain that the nest is active when the

birds show this alarm. When an intruder approaches the eyrie, the

falcon's first defensive move is utterance of its battle cry, a

sharp, continuous "jiiik, jiiik, jiiik" that increases in tempo as

the eyrie is approached. Then the falcon will burst forth from the

eyrie and, with terrific stoops marked by the shrill battle cry,

fling herself at the intruder. These stoops are frequently carried
to within a few feet of the intruder's head.

Fig. 26A. Prairie Falcon on rock.
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Fig. 27. Typical Prairie Falcon nesting sites. These falcons commonly

nest in cavities or on ledges of relatively low cliffs, pinnacles, or

clay banks.
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Fig. 28. Fairly high cliffs, such as those in the top two photos,
attract many nesting Prairie Falcons. Where rocky cliffs are not
available, cavities in relatively low rock formations or cliffs may
be used

.
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Fig. 29. Prairie Falcons
lay their eggs in a

depression, or "scrape",
which they scratch in the

bottom of the cavity. The
young are free to roam any
part of the nesting ledge
as they mature.

Fig. 30. This prairie
Falcon eyrie was an
active Golden Eagle
nest the previous year.
This falcon commonly
uses other raptor cliff
nests for its nesting
site.

Fig. 31. This old
Red-tailed Hawk nest has
been used by Prairie
Falcons for several
years, as evidenced by
the heavy layer of

excrement on the floor
of the cavity.
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Gyrfalcon
(Faloo rustioolus)

Fig. 32. Gyrfalcon.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

Gyrfalcon habitat is found primarily in treeless Arctic and alpine
terrain at low elevations. It frequently nests above 2,000 feet,

but it is unlikely that it nests above 4,000 feet, since its major
prey items, resident birds and small mammals are not found above this
elevation.

A cliff or bluff is the most important physical feature in Gyrfalcon
habitat. The distribution of Gyrfalcons is related to the presence
of cliffs, bluffs and rock outcrops of suitable size. On the Seward
Peninsula Gyrfalcons are present in areas characterized by many rock
outcroppings . Gyrfalcons occupy sea cliffs, river bluffs, and isolated
upland cliffs. They frequently utilize old Raven stick nests but

never build their own stick nest. A typical Gyrfalcon nest is located
on a ledge or platform protected from snow accumulation by an over-
hanging projection of rock.
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The average height of the nest site is about 95 feet (25 to 300 feet)

;

average distance below the brink of the cliff is 44 feet (0 to 200 feet)
and the distance above the base of the vertical face averages 50 feet
(6 to 200 feet). Nests may be on ledges of precipitous cliffs, in

potholes, or on low slopes.

Most nesting cliffs have at least one and often two or more alternate
nest sites which apparently are readily used by breeding Gyrfalcons.
Nesting cliff tenancy is low on the Seward Peninsula, where nesting
sites are abundant. It is likely that "cliff-shifting", the utilization
of different cliffs by the same pair of Gyrfalcons, is common. The
degree to which this phenomenon occurs is probably influenced by the
abundance of suitable nesting sites, prey densities and the number of

Gyrfalcons and other species of raptors in an area. (10).

Nest Survey Methods

Gyrfalcons are normally at their nesting site by April. Ground, aerial,
or boat surveys should be conducted during April or May to determine
occupancy of both potential and known sites. Re-checks of occupied
sites should be made in mid-June to determine nesting success and/or pro-
ductivity. Because of poor access into most nesting areas, the use of

helicopters is the most desirable survey method. These surveys may often
be conducted in conjunction with other resource management activities.
For many surveys a Super Cub or Heliocarrier with tundra tires may be

used. Checking of sites for nesting success in June may be done using
a Super Cub and making several passes.

Fig.32A. Gyrfalcon feeding young at nest in Alaska.
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Fig. 33. Gyrfalcons commonly nest on sloping river banks,
such as these along an Alaskan river. Surveyors normally
concentrate their nest searches on steep river banks or on
rocky outcroppings on plain or tundra.

Fig. 34. A typical Gyrfalcon nest site on a rocky ridge

Old Rough-legged Hawk nests are also sometimes utilized.
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Merlin
(Faloo co lumbarius

)

Fig. 35. Merlin (Pigeon Hawk).

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

The Richardson's Merlin, or Pigeon Hawk, breeds primarily in the

prairie-parkland of the northern Great Plains with a small population
of birds nesting along river bottoms in central Wyoming. Within this
area, the subspecies seem to prefer isolated groves of trees with open
prairie surroundings, mixed woods, and wooded areas along prairie river
banks and islands. (14).

In the southern areas of the open grassland, Richardson's Merlins nest

most frequently in deserted Crow and Magpie nests, and seem to have a

preference for the latter. Their nests have been found in a variety
of deciduous and coniferous trees, but the key determinant for the nest
site seems to be the type of old nests available rather than the species
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of tree where it has been built. They have been found to nest most
commonly in deciduous trees, but in areas where Crows and Magpies
nest in conifers, Merlins will then nest in these nests. The prairie
subspecies occasionally nest in tree cavities and in old Magpie nests
placed in holes in cliffs. Nests are usually lined with dry inner
bark of poplars. A few observers have recorded Richardson's Merlins
nesting on the ground.

Nest Survey Methods

Merlin surveys need to be done from the ground or by boat along river
bottoms. The birds may be easily confused with kestrels at a distance,
but the call and flight pattern are usually distinctive. The surveyor
should examine all likely looking habitats on foot, preferably when
young would likely be in the nest. The alarm calls of the adults,
especially the female, can be heard at some distance and indicates the
presence of a nest. Nests may be located from boats as they drift along
the shorelines of prairie rivers if the birds have nested sufficiently
close to the banks to be alarmed at the boat's passing.
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Fig. 36. Female Merlins
stay close by the nest
when humans approach.
Their frantic call leaves
little doubt that an
active nest is nearby.

Fig. 37. Old Magpie nests
are common nesting sites
for Merlins. This nest
is in a tall cottonwood
tree, but Merlins have
also been reported to

use Magpie nests con-
structed in junipers.

Fig. 38. Parks with
scattered trees, or a

savannah-type habitat
seem to be preferred by
Merlins in some states.
They occupy essentially
the same areas as Kestrels
along river bottoms, but
they prey on different
forms of wildlife.
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Kestrel
(Falao sparverius)

Fig. 39. Kestrel (Sparrow Hawk)

.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

The Kestrel, or Sparrow Hawk, is one of the most abundant raptors
in the West, commonly observed perched along roadways on power poles
or telephone poles and the associated wires, or on fenceposts. They
are relatively tolerant of the presence of man, frequently nesting in

cavities of dead or living trees around farmyards. Abandoned Flicker
holes or natural cavities created by rot or wind breakage are the most
common nesting sites while cavities and holes in cliffs are commonly
utilized in areas where trees are scarce. They are also known to have
nested in holes in clay banks. They will readily utilize large-size
bird boxes placed on dead or open trees or on telephone poles, etc.

Nest Survey Methods

Surveys for Kestrel nesting sites are conducted by systematically
driving roads, searching clifflines, and examining areas containing
scattered tree stands for the presence of the adult birds. Adults
usually perch on conspicuous branches of dead snags or on powerlines
where they are readily observed. Nests are usually within one-quarter
to one-half mile of the observed birds.
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Fig. 40. Kestrels will nest in practically any type of

tree cavity, as depicted above, and will also nest in cavi-
ties in cliffs or clay banks. They may also nest in abandoned
buildings and will readily accept large-size bird boxes.
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Goshawk
(Aoaip-iter gentilis)

ft. '?&&&

Fig. 41. Goshawk at nest with young.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

Nesting sites of the Goshawk vary in different parts of the country.
In the Northwest it commonly nests in mature Douglas-fir, ponderosa,
or lodgepole pine of varying densities. Beneath the mature canopy
there is often a secondary canopy created by young seedlings of

somewhat non-uniform height and age distribution. The mature trees
serve as nest and perch trees. Plucking posts are, for the most
part, located in the denser portions of the secondary canopy. Nests
are usually located in the lower portions of the mature canopy,

against the trunk or out on a limb. The same nest may be used for

several seasons. In the coniferous type the Goshawk may require 25

acres of undisturbed timber for nesting. Understory adjacent to the

nesting site is usually light. The nest is usually about two feet in

diameter and consists of small and medium sized twigs.

Goshawks will also nest in cottonwoods and other deciduous trees in

stream bottoms, especially in canyons, and in deciduous forests of

Alaska, Michigan, and other areas. In such areas the nests are

usually located in excess of 30 feet above the ground and are more
commonly placed near the trunk.
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Nest Survey Methods

Aerial surveys are ineffective when searching for nests in coniferous
forests or in deciduous forests when the leaves are on. Throughout
much of the West, Goshawks nest in moderately dense stands of coniferous
forest, but also nest in mixed conifer and deciduous tree stands along
the borders of mountain valleys and along stream bottoms. Nests are
found by systematically searching stream bottoms and wooded slopes and
by constantly watching for the adult birds.

Comments

The adults are extremely vociferous and defensive of the nest site.
The larger female as well as the smaller male show no hesitation in
attacking intruders, cleverly dodging limbs and tree trunks with
remarkably rapid flight. They will commonly strike intruders who
attempt to climb to their nests, knocking off hats or sinking talons
into shirt or back.

Fig. 42. Male (left) and female (right) Goshawks.
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Fig. 43. The nest of the

Goshawk is normally in

excess of 30 feet above
the ground and is usually
built against the trunk
of the tree. Cooper's
Hawk nests are frequently
built on branches away
from the trunk.

Fig. 44 . A typical
Goshawk nest built against
the trunk of a Douglas fir
tree in an area of
relatively low tree
density.
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Cooper ' s Hawk
(Acoipiter oooperi)

Fig. 45. Cooper's Hawk

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

In the Northwest the Cooper's Hawk commonly selects nest sites in
dense, although somewhat older, second-growth Douglas-fir or lodgepole
pine of uniform height and trunk diameter (12-18 inches, dbh) . In

the Douglas-fir regions, the nest grove consists of deciduous trees
which are being shaded out by the dense canopy of the Douglas-fir.
In areas of the Northwest where coniferous trees are not available,
hardwoods may be selected. Cooper's Hawks may require a minimum of
15 acres of suitable, undisturbed timber for nesting and may use the
same nest site for three or more years. The nest is usually located
either beneath or just into the lower portion of the canopy, and may
be either against the trunk or on forks of outer branches.

Throughout much of the West, Cooper's Hawks nest in stands of cotton-
woods along stream courses, especially where the tree stands are
fairly large. While Goshawks tend to nest more along valley foothills
and into adjacent canyons, they may sometimes be found nesting along
stream courses with Cooper's Hawks and their nests are quite similar.
The nest is a substantial structure of sticks and twigs, lined with
bark from pine or other trees or shrubs. Nests are not as frequently
decorated with greenery as nests of buteos.
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Fig. 46. Cooper's Hawk
nest constructed against
the trunk of an aspen.

Nests are often built
on outer branches.

Fig. 47. Cooper's Hawk
preparing to settle
down on eggs.

Fig. 48 . Photo showing
typical Cooper's Hawk
nest structure.
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Sharp-shinned Hawk
(Aoaipiter striatus)

Fig. 49. Sharp-shinned Hawk

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

These hawks select nest sites which are composed of dense stands of

second-growth Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, or other conifers (usually
with trunk diameter of 8-15 inches dbh). Where coniferous trees are
not available, dense stands of hardwoods or mountain brush may be
utilized for nesting. Oakbrush is commonly used in the Intermountain
states. Sharp-shins may use the same nest site for two or more years
and may require a minimum of 10 acres of undisturbed vegetation for
successful nesting. The nest consists of a platform, about one to

one and one-half feet in diameter, and is normally built on a limb
against the tree trunk. It is constructed of small twigs and, generally,
lined with pine needles, leaves, or other debris. Because it is

frequently built in tall evergreens, it is hard to see and difficult
to find.

Nest Survey Methods

Sharp-shins may be surveyed by searching stands of conifers, hardwoods,
or mountain brush and watching for the adults. Since accipiters
are relatively late nesters, surveys are best conducted during late
June and until mid-July. Nests of all accipiters average considerably
smaller than those of the buteos that may be found in the same areas,
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such as Reci-tailed Hawks. Swainson's Hawk nests are more flimsy
in structure and are usually found in the tree canopy or outer
branches, while the accipiter nests are most commonly found nearer
to the trunk and under the canopy. Accipiter nests usually consist
of larger twigs than those of the Swainson's Hawk.

Comments

Cries of derision greet any intruder that approaches this bird's
nesting tree, with the usual Accipiter- type defense exhibited if the

intruder attempts to climb the tree containing the nest.

Fig. 50. Sharp-shinned Hawk with young at nest, showing common nest

construction and location against trunk of a lodgepole pine.
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Ferruginous Hawk
(Buteo regalis)

Fig. 51. Ferruginous Hawk on nest in Central Wyoming.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

The Ferruginous Hawk is restricted almost totally to the western
plains. On the prairie it nests in trees along streams. In bad-
lands or treeless areas, it nests on low cliffs, buttes, and cutbanks.
It also nests on the edges of pinyon-juniper communities in either
junipers or sagebrush. In some areas, ground nests are quite common.
In trees, the nest may be located anywhere from about 6 to 40 feet
in the tree. This hawk is undoubtedly the most adaptable in its

choice of nesting sites of any of the raptors. It has been known to

nest on chimneys, windmills, pumping structures, on straw stacks,
power poles, abandoned buildings, on large sagebrush, sheepherder
monuments, spoil piles from test pits, and in a wide variety of trees.
It will nest on practically any type of large boulder or pinnacle on
the desert or prairie and on a wide variety of low bluffs and rocky
outcroppings . They are consistently absent from areas of steepsided
canyons, cliffs, or heavily wooded areas, including the interior of

pinyon-juniper woodland.

Nesting material is composed of sticks up to one inch in diameter which
are taken from whatever is available in the area around the nesting
site. In juniper nests, juniper, shadscale, and sagebrush provide most
of the materials used in nest building. Dried cow manure is probably
the most commonly found item composing ferruginous hawk nests. It's
function is unknown, but is highly characteristic of this species' nest.
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Nest Survey Methods

Nests of these hawks are relatively conspicuous, whether constructed
on the ground, in trees, or other elevated locations. Nests are quite
easily located by knowledgeable persons by driving available roads in

an area and examining with binoculars any dark-looking structure in
likely looking nest sites. Nests can almost always be located if the

adult birds are observed circling in the sky, usually within one-half
mile. The adults are moderately to highly defensive of their young,
normally circling in the sky above the nest and giving their character-
istic whistling cry until the intruder leaves. Dives at nest examiners
are quite common but contact is seldom made. Surveys are best
accomplished during mid to late June when the young birds are
conspicuous in the nest in either white or dark plumage. During the

two weeks prior to fledging, the young will commonly stand on the edge
of the nest to permit better cooling by desert breezes, and are very
conspicuous at this time.

Fig. 52. Ferruginous Hawk on perch.
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Fig. 53. The Ferruginous
Hawk nests in a wider
variety of nesting sites
than any other Buteo . In

some areas it commonly
nests in isolated trees,
such as this Chinese Elm
at an abandoned homestead,

OR

Fig. 54. ... in the

tops of junipers or
pinyon pines, near the
stand peripheries,

OR

Fig. 55. ... even in
the tops of big sagebrush
plants.
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Fig. 56. The Ferruginous
Hawk almost never nests
on the sides of high
cliffs, but commonly uses
ledges or projecting
points on low, rocky
outcroppings, such as
the one shown here.
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Fig. 57. This hawk will
nest on any type of rocky
pinnacle on the desert or
prairie.

Fig* 58- Where large
boulders are not present,
it will nest on the sides
or ends of desert ridges,
or even on the sides
(banks) of eroded washes.
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Fig. 59. This hillside
nest of the Ferruginous
Hawk was constructed on

a small pile of rocks.

Fig. 60 . In Wyoming and

other states these hawks
commonly nest directly
on the ground, with
surprisingly little
mortality from predators.
This nest was constructed
predominantly with dried
horse manure.
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Fig. 61 . Even uranium
spoil piles are utilized
as nesting sites in

central Wyoming.
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Fig. 62. Any elevated
structure, natural or

man-made, may be utilized
by the Ferruginous Hawk
for a nest platform. A
pair has successfully used
this sheepherder monument
for two years.

Fig. 63 . The chimney of

an abandoned rock house
was used as a nest site
in northeastern Colorado.

Fig. 64. The use of power-
line poles and transmission
towers as nesting sites is

fairly common.
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Red-tailed Hawk
(Buteo jamaioensis)

Fig. 65. Red-tailed Hawk.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

These birds commonly nest on sheer cliff faces, unlike Ferruginous
Hawks, and in a variety of trees, usually more than 25 feet from the
ground. Nests may be found on low "walk-in" ledges or high up on
sheer cliffs. They commonly nest in agricultural areas in scattered
trees found there and are tolerant of human activities up to 75 yards
from the nest. The nest size and material used is similar to that
used by Ferruginous Hawks and the two may be confused when the nest
is located in large trees on the prairies. In trees, the nest is usually
located near the canopy but may be placed near the trunk or on outer
branches.

Nest Survey Methods

Surveys for red-tails are best accomplished by driving available roads
and examining all nest-like structures observed in trees or by
examining cliff lines with binoculars for the presence of stick nests.
Isolated trees or small clumps are likely nest locations.
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Comments

Red- tailed Hawks are very active in the defense of their young, often
making numerous "stoops" at any intruders that approach the nest site.
Both birds usually remain at the nest site when an intruder is near,
periodically making dives, or otherwise circling overhead with watchful
eyes.

Fig. 65A. Mature Red-tail (below) and immature Red-tail (above)
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Fig. 66. Red- tailed
Hawks are very vociferous
when intruders are near
the nest. While they
normally do not dive at

intruders as actively as

Ferruginous Hawks, they
will usually circle close
overhead, hurling insults
at the offending humans.

Fig. 67 • Red-tails will
nest in a wide variety
of trees, usually near
the tops. They sometimes
alternate use of nests
with Swainson's Hawks
and Ferruginous Hawks.
Their nests are common
nesting sites for Great
Horned Owls.
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Fig. 68. Around the
foothills or within the
interior of desert
mountain ranges, the
Red-tail often uses
juniper trees for nest
sites. Such sites are
also commonly used by
Ferruginous Hawks

.
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Fig. 69* For any species
of raptor, the nesting
stages may vary considerably
within a local area. These
young Red-tailed Hawks in
western Wyoming were only
about one week old on June
25, while . . .

Fig. 70. ... a nest
only one mile away
contained young birds
almost ready to fledge on
the same date.

Fig. 7i . Red-tailed Hawks
nest on cliff ledges with
about the same frequency
as they nest in trees.
Unlike Ferruginous Hawks,
they commonly nest on
high, steep cliff faces.
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Swainson's Hawk
(Buteo swainsoni)

Fig. 72. Swainson's Hawk at nest in tall yucca plant in Arizona.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

This hawk nests most often in trees or tall bushes and almost always
in the upper one-third of the tree. The nest is a relatively flimsy
structure when compared to Red-tailed and Ferruginous Hawk nests. It

sometimes appears more like a mashed-down tumbleweed than a nest and
is usually composed of weed stems and small woody branches. It often
blows out of trees in strong winds. It may be somewhat inconspicuous
when built in the canopy of trees because of its relatively small size.

When the birds are incubating, they are often difficult to flush and
an observer may pass by the nest tree without being aware of the nest.
These birds are quite trusting of humans and often construct their
nests in close proximity of farm houses and other human activities.
In western deserts the birds often construct nests in junipers or in

isolated cottonwoods along dry stream bottoms and in the Southwest
also commonly nest in mesquite and saguaro cacti. The author knows
of only one nest that was constructed on the ground. This one was
on a steep, rocky hillside and was the replacement for a tree nest
when the tree blew down. An occasional pair of Swainson's Hawks will
nest on transmission line poles.
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Nest Survey Methods

Swainson's Hawks are common in agricultural areas and valleys
throughout the West, and they nest primarily in the foothills
and valleys. Nests are found primarily by driving available
roads in desert or agricultural valleys and searching treetops for
nests with the use of binoculars. The birds construct new nests almost
every year, making them more obvious because of the fresh materials
used. The birds will sometimes use old Red-tail, Raven, or Eagle
nests, so these nests should all be scrutinized during any survey
for raptors. The birds circle the nest site, uttering a plaintive,
clear cry when humans are near.

Fig. 73. Adult and Immature Swainson's Hawks
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Fig. 74. The Swainson's
Hawk Nest is usually a

flimsy structure and,

consequently, it is often
blown down by high winds

.

Fig. 75. The normal clutch
size for Swainson's Hawks
is two or three eggs.

Fig. 76. These young birds
are about a week old. Note
the relatively small weeds
and other materials used
for the nests in this photo
and the one in Fig. 75.

Ferruginous Hawk and Red-
tailed Hawk nesting materials
are much more coarse. (See

Figs. 59 and 71.)
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Fig. 77. Swainson's
Hawks nest in trees
about 99 percent of the
time, usually high in
the canopy or in the
outer edges. This nest
is constructed mostly
of small cottonwood
branches and leaves

.

Fig. 78 . The young of
all raptors have distin-
guishable plumage patterns
that can be learned with
a little experience. The
Swainson's hawk is the
most docile of the Buteos,
sometimes nesting in
trees within a short
distance of occupied farm
buildings.

Fig. 79 . This is the only
nest the author knows of
that was constructed on
the ground. It was
constructed at the base
of a rocky ledge on a

steep hillside in western
Utah.
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Rough-legged Hawk
(Buteo lagopus)

Fig. 80. American Rough-legged Hawk.

Nest and Habitat Characteristics

The Rough-legged Hawk is the most common hawk of the American artic.
While thousands of these birds annually migrate southward into the
United States to spend the winter and early spring, they nest only
in Canada and Alaska. In the far north the Rough-leg is essentially
a cliff-nester, utilizing rocky outcroppings and ledges, often in
locations which appear easily accessible to terrestrial predators.
River bluffs, isolated upland outcrops, and continuous escarpments
in the lower elevations of the Brooks Range form a conspicuous part
of the topography in Alaska and also account for much of the cliff-
nesting habitat. Of these three categories of cliffs, Rough-legs
use the river bluffs most extensively, and the occurrence of bluffs
strongly controls the species' breeding distribution. In southern
portions of its breeding range, Rough-legs construct many nests in

trees because of a shortage of other suitable nesting sites.

Rough-legs have strong affinities for nesting sites, often returning
to the same nest year after year, and occasionally nesting very
close to its own or to other raptor species. Territorial behavior
in these instances is usually not too pronounced. Grasses and sticks

of various sizes, piled together crosswise, form the nest. The amount
of nesting material varies with location of the nest; a nest built
on a flat rock may contain just enough material to keep the eggs from
rolling out, while a nest located on a slope may contain much more
material near the front in order to make the platform level. While
nesting, adults display great excitement and concern, diving and
screaming at the intruder, usually from a distance. (15).
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Nest Survey Methods

Surveying for Rough-legs normally takes place in conjunction with
surveys for other artic raptors, such as Peregrines and Gyrfalcons.
Essentially the same types of nesting habitat are utilized by all
three species, i.e., river banks, escarpments, bluffs, or rocky
projections. Surveys for nest occurrence and activity would best
be conducted during mid June when young should be in the nest and the
adults' defensive actions would make them more conspicuous. In

these remote areas, helicopter, boats, and Super-Cubs are the most
practical means for making surveys. All potential and known nesting
sites should be examined by making several passes with aircraft or
with the use of binoculars and spotting scope when on foot or in boats,

Fig. si- Rough-legged Hawks nest primarily on the steep, sloping banks
of rivers in Canada and Alaska, as well as on hillsides and rocky
outcroppings. They are defensive of their nests and often permit close
approaches without flushing.
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